
5 of Best ocean of games 2020 That Are Free 

To Download 

 

One of the best free PC game platforms is Ocean of Games. It is a lot of gamers' preferred platform. 

Our website's UI is really straightforward. The search option on Ocean of Games makes it easy to 

find the PC games you want. Site: oceanofgames All types of video games, including shooting, 

combat, shooting sim, adventure, action, horror, and puzzle games, are offered. Let’s check out the 

best  ocean of games 2020. 

Transocean 

Astragon Software GmbH and Deck 13 Hamburg are the companies who created and published 

Transocean: The Shipping Company for the PC. Shipping is a pretty captivating game. where the 

participant must participate in the ships and seas game. Through several maps, the player can 

control the timing and paths of ships. The several accessible maps will be used to play each mission. 

The most popular ports in the world have been added.  

This game includes many modes as well. It is up to the player to decide whether he wants to play in 

simple or challenging mode. For the player, various cameras are also accessible. His focus and lens 

can be adjusted. At various game levels, all those camera images can also be saved regarding ocean 

of games 2020. 

Depth Hunter  

Biart Company LLC created and released Depth Hunter. By holding your breath, you must hunt 

several fish species in the game Depth Hunter. The Depth Hunter PC Game has a total of 25 missions. 

You must use the archaic fishing technique of spear hunting to catch fish. Along with facing various 

predators, the player must also take pictures of the underwater beauty whenever they have the 

opportunity. Additionally, you need to locate the underwater treasure. 

Oceanhorn Monster  

Cornfox & Brothers Publisher(s) FDG Entertainment is the company behind the creation of 

Oceanhorn Monster of Uncharted Seas. When the player woke up and realised his father had passed 

away, the story officially began. He must continue living without him. The game features engaging 

gameplay and story-telling. In essence, the player must explore the island regarding ocean of games 

2020. Where he can move more freely, engage in combat, and have various mysteries buried around 

the play area that they can obtain by cutting down bushes and other vegetation in the field area.  

He might notice several monsters nearby, and the player can utilise various magical techniques to 

defeat the adversaries. Red Orchestra 2 Rising Storm is a game that may appeal to you if you enjoy 

this one. Our website offers a free download of it. 

The Last of Us 

https://www.eoceanofgames.com/amazing-frog-free-download/


In this survival-based game, scary zombies are all around you and you must fend them off. You must 

safeguard your safety. Protect yourself or you'll turn into a zombie too. The game has amazing 

graphics and audio. It appears like we are engrossed in the game. Moral standards have altered for 

humanity. To survive on this earth, you must do everything. Zombies will repeatedly attack the 

players. Players are in a life-or-death struggle. Other people are either dead or infected. The primary 

protagonists are a teenage girl who is powerful and brave and a warrior. You can try this if you are 

searching for ocean of games 2020. 

Drift Into Eternity  

You are the sole survivor of the almost completely destroyed starship, and you are imprisoned 

within this ruined spaceship while attempting to keep it intact. In addition to fixing all of the ship's 

problems, you also need to fix the spaceship's numerous breaches. You must learn how to make 

various tools in order to improve your chances of surviving. You will receive assistance from the 

snarky AI during all of this chaos so that you can become familiar with your surroundings concerning 

ocean of games 2020. Although Drift Into Eternity is a little challenging to play, you will undoubtedly 

enjoy it. Additionally, you can download Charlie's Adventure. 


